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CATEGORIES
Badges are grouped in various categories that represent their related 
theme for acquiring them. Each category is represented by an icon that is 
also located within a small circle at the top of every badge.

Community & Milestones

Activities done within the community and related to the 
Greyhound project.

For activities related to the XRP Ledger, such as but limited to 
trading, holding tokens and NFTs.

For any of our organized games and special events 
within the community.

Activities with other XRPL projects and the XRPL community.

XRP Ledger

Games & Events

Friends & Partners
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Perfect for newcomers, these types of badges are for 
easily achievable goals and does not require interacting 
with the ledger.

Novice

TYPES
Badges also have different types that represent the difficulty to earn them 
as well as their time period. Each type is either permanent or temporary, 
which means some type requires a continuous requirement to be met to 
keep the badge, otherwise it is revoked. They comes in various distinctive 
shapes to help easily recognize their type.

These type of badges are harder to attain, either because 
of their sheer difficulty and/or because they relate to trad-
ing on the XRPL DEX.

Expert

These badges are special and only come once in a 
lifetime, if you missed them you can no longer get them.
Don't miss out!

Special

These are currently the only type of badges that are tem-
porary. Their requirements are typically duration based 
and who holds them will change regularly.

Ranked Temporary

Permanent

Permanent

Permanent
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BADGES
Community  
& Milestones

Collector
Ranked

Hold at least one 
Houndies NFT from each 
of the standard, rare, 
elite and legendary tiers. 

Awarded to anyone 
that participated in the 
original $HOUND airdrop 
in August 2021. 

Reach level 10 in our 
Discord community.

Hold 10 or more 
Houndies NFTs.

OG Hound 
Special

Town Crier
Novice

Hoarder
Ranked

Awarded for not selling 
$HOUND for the one 
month period after 
the March 2022 NFT 
snapshot. 

Rosie 
Special
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BADGES
XRPL  
Ledger

Whale 
Ranked

Be part of the top 10 
$HOUND holders for 
minimum 30 days.

Hold the Whale badges 
for 12 consecutive 
months.

Hold a minimum of 1 
billion $HOUND.

Execute 5 buy orders 
for $HOUND on the DEX. 
Each of the 5 buy orders 
must be a minimum of 
100 XRP.

Poseidon
Expert

Shark 
Ranked

Merchant
Expert

Do not sell any $HOUND 
for an entire year.

Diamond Hands 
Novice
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When is it launching?

FAQ'S

Some of the badges (marked with + ) will launch momentarily, but most of the utility will be added 

and connected overtime. The more complex badges will be launched when ready and ranked based 

badges will activate when we first mint it. 

All of the badges listed in this document will be eventually available and available to anyone, as new 

ones get added to the list.

How can I purchase a Houndies Badge?
Badges cannot be purchased nor can they be sold. They are earned by a wallet and remain with this 

wallet. For this reason, the badge NFT tokens on the ledger have their  tfTransferable flag is disabled.

How can a badge be temporary?
Temporary badges remain burnable, which allows us to burn them once you no longer meet their 

requirement and re-assign them to another wallet. These types of badge NFT tokens on the ledger 

have their tfBurnable flag enabled.

Can I consolidate all my badges into one wallet?
No, badge NFTs are not transferable and can only be earned and held by the wallet that met their 

requirement

Where can I accept my badges NFT?
The current dashboard will allow you to claim your earned badge NFTs.

All I need is any tiers of Houndies NFT?
Correct, the only caveat is that your Houndies NFT needs to be taxon 1. If you have a different taxon 

contact us to help you with the re-minting process. This only applies to the original airdropped NFTs.

I have some ideas, where can I send suggestions?
That’s awesome, please contact us with your ideas over to our discord under #badges-ideas or at 

badges@greyhoundcoin.net.

Can project devs participate in Ranked type badges?
Yes they can, but their project shares allocation will be deducted from their account balance.


